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The quantum correlations in bipartite systems, e. g.
in two-qubit systems are responsible for such [1, 2] phe-
nomenon as entanglement. The quantum correlations can
be also characterized by different entropic and information
inequations. For example the subadditivity condition re-
late to von Neumann entropy of the composite system con-
taining two subsystems with the entropies of the subsystem
states. The phenomenon of entanglement (or separability)
is described by the properties of composite system density
matrix.

These properties are related with possibility to present
the density matrix in the form of convex sum of the ten-
sor products of the density matrix of the subsystem states.
The separable states have the density matrix which can be
presented in such a form. The entangled states correspond
to density matrices of composite system which can not be
presented in such form. On the other hand, this property
depends on the reference frame. If new reference frame in
the Hilbert space of states is changed by means of local uni-
tary transform the separability property of density matrix of
composite system is reserved. The global unitary transform
of the density matrix violates the separability property. In
the present work we study the quantum correlation in the
noncomposite system investigating its density matrix. We
focus on different kinds of entropic inequations introducing
two artificial subsystem density matrices.

The aim of the work is to obtain the subadditivity con-
dition which is entropic-information inequality for single
qudit state and study dependence of the quantum informa-
tion in the form of unitary transform of the density matrix
of the qudit state. We follow in our study the approach
used in [3, 4].

We consider on example of qudit state with j = 3/2 how
the entropic inequality which is subadditivity condition can
be written for the density matrix of the qudit state as the
function of the matrix elements of the unitary 4x4 matrix.
The "local" and "global" unitary transforms provide differ-
ent behavior of the introduced quantum information asso-
ciated with the single qudit state. The physical meaning
of the obtained result needs extra clarification and will be
discussed in future publications.

For example, we consider the unitary transform with cor-
responding matrix in the form
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FIG. 1. The dependence of quantum mutual information I on
parameter of unitary transform h. In initial moment system was
in the Werner state with p = 0.9.

where τi is an element of su(4) algebra and
∑15

i=1 n2
i =

1. So, varying parameter h we can get different unitary
matrices and for each of them we calculate density matrix
of transformed state and quantum information

I = Trρ lnρ− TrR1 ln R1 − TrR2 ln R2,

here ρ is transformed density matrix and R1 and R2 are
density matrices which can be obtained via operation of
partial trace.

One of our results is shown on Fig. 1.
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